## Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arad-Banat-Timisoara footwear cluster</th>
<th>217-26 configuration and firm interaction</th>
<th>219-20 evolution and trends</th>
<th>219 implications</th>
<th>226 institutions</th>
<th>223-4 internationalisation</th>
<th>222-3 knowledge sources</th>
<th>220-21 labour</th>
<th>221-2 origins</th>
<th>225 policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arad-Banat-Timisoara clothing cluster</td>
<td>226-33 configuration and firm interaction</td>
<td>228-9 evolution and trends</td>
<td>228 implications</td>
<td>233 institutions</td>
<td>232 internationalisation</td>
<td>231 knowledge sources</td>
<td>229-31 labour</td>
<td>231 origins</td>
<td>225 policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive industrial specialisation</td>
<td>Bohemia cluster 181-90</td>
<td>Saxony cluster 72-80</td>
<td>Slovenia cluster 149-58</td>
<td>West Midlands cluster 91-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohemia automotive cluster 181-90 configuration and firm interaction</td>
<td>184 evolution and trends</td>
<td>182-3 implications</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| institutions | 187-9 internationalisation | 187 knowledge sources | 185-6 labour | 186-7 origins | 182 policy | 189-90 |
| clothing industrial specialisation | Arad-Banat-Timisoara cluster | 226-33 Val Vibrata cluster | 119-27 clusters | 1-28 conditions (constitutive) | 9-12 definition | 5-9 evolutionary stages | 18-9 externalities | 12-5 governance | learning | 22-6 policy and MLG | 19-22 cluster configuration and firm interaction |
| Arad-Banat-Timisoara clothing cluster | 228-9 Arad-Banat-Timisoara footwear cluster | 219-20 Bohemia automotive cluster | 184 Saxony automotive cluster | 65-6 Prague film cluster | 194-5 Rome film cluster | 129 Saxony automotive cluster | 73-4 Scottish ICT cluster | 99-100 Slovenian automotive cluster | 151 Slovenian furniture cluster | 160-1 Val Vibrata clothing cluster | 121 West Midlands automotive cluster |
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92-3
evolution and trends
Arad-Banat-Timisoara clothing cluster 228
Arad-Banat-Timisoara footwear cluster 219
Bohemia automotive cluster 182-3
Herford furniture cluster 64-5
Prague film cluster 193-4
Rome film cluster 128-9
Saxony automotive cluster 73
Scottish ICT cluster 99
Slovenian automotive cluster 150-51
Slovenian furniture cluster 159-60
Val Vibrata clothing cluster 120
West Midlands automotive cluster 92

film industrial specialisation
Prague cluster 191-201
Rome cluster 127-35
footwear industrial specialisation
Arad-Banat-Timisoara cluster 217-26

furniture industrial specialisation
Herford cluster 63-72
Slovenia cluster 158-67

Herford furniture cluster 63-72
configuration and firm interaction 65-6
evolution and trends 64-5
implications 71-2
institutions 68-70
internationalisation 67-8
knowledge sources 66-7
labour 67
origins 64
policy 70-71

ICT industrial specialisation
Scotland cluster 98-106

knowledge sources
Arad-Banat-Timisoara clothing
Index

cluster 229-31
Arad-Banat-Timisoara footwear
cluster 220-21
Bohemia automotive cluster 185-6
European clusters comparisons 251-3
Herford furniture cluster 66-7
Prague film cluster 195-6
Rome film cluster 129-31
Saxony automotive cluster 74-5
Scottish ICT cluster 100-101
Slovenian automotive cluster 151-3
Slovenian furniture cluster 161-3
Val Vibrata clothing cluster 121-3
West Midlands automotive cluster 93-4

labour
Arad-Banat-Timisoara clothing
cluster 231
Arad-Banat-Timisoara footwear
cluster 221-2
Bohemia automotive cluster 186-7
Herford furniture cluster 67
Prague film cluster 197
Rome film cluster 131-2
Saxony automotive cluster 76
Scottish ICT cluster 101-2
Slovenian automotive cluster 153
Slovenian furniture cluster 163
Val Vibrata clothing cluster 123
West Midlands automotive cluster 94-5

multi-level governance
definition 14
learning in CZ clusters 202-3
learning in European clusters (comparison) 254-9
learning in German clusters 81-3
learning in Italian clusters 136-8
learning in Romanian clusters 234-7
learning in Slovenian clusters 167-9
learning in UK clusters 106-8
patterns in CZ 201-5
patterns in Germany 80-84
patterns in Italy 136-9
patterns in Romania 234-8
patterns in Slovenia 167-70
patterns in UK 106-10
supporting learning in CZ clusters 204-5
supporting learning in European clusters (comparison) 259-61
supporting learning in German clusters 83-4
supporting learning in Italian clusters 138-9
supporting learning in Romanian clusters 237-8
supporting learning in Slovenian clusters 169-70
supporting learning in UK clusters 109-10

origins
Arad-Banat-Timisoara clothing
cluster 227
Arad-Banat-Timisoara footwear
cluster 218-19
Bohemia automotive cluster 182
Herford furniture cluster 64
Prague film cluster 191-3
Rome film cluster 128
Saxony automotive cluster 72-3
Scottish ICT cluster 99
Slovenian automotive cluster 149-50
Slovenian furniture cluster 159
Val Vibrata clothing cluster 119-20
West Midlands automotive cluster 92

policy
additionality 15-16
main approaches to cluster policy 16-19
implications for the Arad-Banat-
Timisoara clothing cluster 233
implications for the Arad-Banat-
Timisoara footwear cluster 226
implications for the Bohemia
automotive cluster 190
implications for the Herford
furniture cluster 71-2
implications for the Prague film
cluster 201
implications for the Rome film
cluster 135
implications for the Saxony
automotive cluster 80
implications for the Scottish ICT
cluster 105-6
implications for the Slovenian
automotive cluster 157-8
implications for the Slovenian
furniture cluster 166-7
implications for the Val Vibrata
clothing cluster 127
implications for the West
Midlands automotive cluster 98
initiatives (examples) Accelerate
(West Midlands automotive
cluster) 91
initiatives (examples) AMZ
Saxony 2005 63
initiatives (examples) Automotive
Cluster Slovenia 148-9
initiatives (examples) Club dei
Distretti (Italy) 118
initiatives (examples) Cluster
Opportunity Groups (West
Midlands) 91
initiatives (examples)
CONSULTANCY (CZ) 180
initiatives (examples)
COOPERATION (CZ) 180
initiatives (examples) CREDIT
(CZ) 180
initiatives (examples) DESIGN
(CZ) 180
initiatives (examples)
GUARANTEE (CZ) 180
initiatives (examples) industrial
zones programme (CZ) 180
initiatives (examples) integrated
pilot project for the fashion
system (Tuscany) 118
initiatives (examples) MARKET
(CZ) 180
initiatives (examples)
MARKETING (CZ) 180
initiatives (examples) open call
for pilot cluster projects
(Slovenia) 148
initiatives (examples) programme
agreement targeting foreign
regions (Italy) 118
initiatives (examples) Progres and
Konsortia R&D programmes
(CZ) 179
initiatives (examples) SPECIAL
(CZ) 180
initiatives (examples) START
(CZ) 180
initiatives (examples) ZiMit
initiative 62
relevance for firms in the Arad-
Banat-Timisoara clothing
cluster 232-3
relevance for firms in the Arad-
Banat-Timisoara footwear
cluster 225
relevance for firms in the
Bohemia automotive cluster
189-90
relevance for firms in the
European clusters
(comparisons) 249-51
Index

relevance for firms in the Herford furniture cluster 70-71
relevance for firms in the Prague film cluster 200-201
relevance for firms in the Rome film cluster 134-5
relevance for firms in the Saxony automotive cluster 79-80
relevance for firms in the Scottish ICT cluster 104-5
relevance for firms in the Slovakian automotive cluster 156-7
relevance for firms in the Slovakian furniture cluster 165-6
relevance for firms in the Val Vibrata clothing cluster 125-6
relevance for firms in the West Midlands automotive cluster 97-8
Prague film cluster 191-201
configuration and firm interaction 194-5
evolution and trends 193-4
implications 201
institutions 198-9
internationalisation 197-8
knowledge sources 195-6
labour 197
origins 191-3
policy 200-201

recommendations for
CZ clusters 206-7
European clusters 261-6
German clusters 85-6
Italian clusters 140-42
Romanian clusters 239-40
Slovenian clusters 171-3
UK clusters 111-13
Rome film cluster 127-35
configuration and firm interaction 129
Saxony automotive cluster 72-80
configuration and firm interaction 73-4
evolution and trends 73
implications 80
institutions 77-8
internationalisation 76-7
knowledge sources 74-5
labour 76
origins 72-3
policy 79-80
Scottish ICT cluster 98-106
configuration and firm interaction 99-100
evolution and trends 99
implications 105-6
institutions 102-4
internationalisation 102
knowledge sources 100-101
labour 101-2
origins 99
policy 104-5
Slovenian automotive cluster 149-58
configuration and firm interaction 151
evolution and trends 150-51
implications 157-8
institutions 154-6
internationalisation 153-4
knowledge sources 151-3
labour 153
origins 149-50
policy 156-7
Slovenian furniture cluster 158-67
configuration and firm interaction
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160-61
evolution and trends 159-60
implications 166-7
institutions 164-5
internationalisation 163-4
knowledge sources 161-3
labour 163
origins 159
policy 165-6

validation of findings for
CZ clusters 205
German clusters 84-5
Italian clusters 139-40
Romanian clusters 238
Slovenian clusters 170-71
UK clusters 110-11

Val Vibrata clothing cluster 119-27
configuration and firm interaction
121
evolution and trends 120
implications 127
institutions 124-5
internationalisation 123-4
knowledge sources 121-3
labour 123
origins 119-20
policy 125-6

West Midlands automotive cluster
91-8
configuration and firm interaction
92-3
evolution and trends 92
implications 98
institutions 95-7
internationalisation 95
knowledge sources 93-4
labour 94-5
origins 92
policy 97-8